
STRATEGIC REVIEW 2012-2017 

The most likely time we can conduct our review would be during February. We can commence now with secondary data analysis and 

build to a process that had us meeting for half a day or so facilitated by someone who is not a member of the Management 

Committee and finalizing our review by beginning of March for members’ comments. We would need to be guided by the facilitator 

as to process so these are common sense proposals, not expert. 

TASK BY WHEN BY WHOM 

T1. Review previous strategies and specify achievements and major 

contextual changes; using heritage as an example.  

October meeting John 

T2. Each subcommittee and project to use T1 report as a template for 

its input on strategy and comment on relationship to sub-committee 

and project group’s plans.  

November meeting Subcommittees, 

Projects/ 

T3 Form strategy project group and steer process. November 

December 

John, Jan Wilson, 

Maread  

T4 Handover to facilitator. January Strategy Project group 

 

T1 REPORT 

2011-2012 Priorities Achievements Contextual Changes Strategic Remarks 

Record our Heritage 

Seek special grants for 

projects – RAHS and City of 

Sydney; 

Continue support for Eglinton 

Road project; 

Focus on identifying potential 

sites for addition to the 

heritage register; 

Liaise with City historians 

regarding potential database 

structures etc. 

Action 

Carry out strategic research to 

enable addition of items to 

the heritage register; 

Consider additional 

membership of Heritage sub-

committee; 

Set up a project to implement 

a database of streets, people 

and other historical 

information. 

 

 

Walks grants 

Complete 

Heritage Conversations 

 

 

 

Heritage Conversations 

 

 

In progress 

 

 

 

 

Focus on City register and 

project approach. 

 

 

 

Review City’s completed 
review of GPR, find gaps, 

establish projects (e.g. timber 

structures) 

Australian Heritage Strategy 

submission and heritage 

conversations were major 

achievements. 

The major reduction in 

funding for heritage and its 

relegation in order of interest 

to politicians and officials is 

notable. 

The community and 

membership has not yet been 

actively involved in heritage 

matters. How can we build on 

successes like heritage walks? 

 

 

 

President  


